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Given a sequence of transition matrices for a nonstationary Markov chain, a matrix whose 
product on the right of a transition matrix yields the next transition matrix is called a causative 
matrix. A causative matrix is strongly causative if successive products continue to yield stochastic 
matrices. This paper presents necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix to be causative and 
strongly causative with respect o an invertible transition matrix, by considering the causative 
matrix as a linear transformation on the rows of the transition matrix. 
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1. Introduction 
Given two transition matrices, RI, &, which are consecutive over time, we can 
construct the causative matrix C, such that R2 = RIC when RI is nonsingular; 
C = Ri’Rz. We can then generate the sequence {RI, RIG, RlC2,. . . , RICra} as a 
prediction of future transition matrices for as long as RI C’ remains stochastic. Also, 
C can be used to measure the stability of the process. This approach was used by 
Franklin in [2] to study labor force participation of disabled persons and by Lipstein 
[S, 6J and Hennessey and Bye [4] in an investigation of consumer behavior in the 
market place. 
If C issuch that RICr remain stocha.stic for all t, we say C is strongly causative, and 
we can consider the nonstationary Markov chaiil generated by C. Constant strongly 
causative matrix chains have been studied by Harary, Lipstein and Styan [3], in which 
limiting properties for two state chains are discussed. In [S], properties of n -state and 
* The research reported here was supported bv contract o the Office of Research and Statistics. Social 
Security Administration, Baltimore, MD 21235. 
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infinite state chains with .a constant strongly causative matrix are studied. Also, in [8], 
Pullman and Styan raise the problem about necessary and sufficient conditions for C 
to be strongly calisative with respect to some invertible stochastic matrix.’ 
This is also of s; recial interest since empirically observed transition matrices tend to 
be invertible. 
2. e caumtive matrix 
A matrix, C, is causuti~e if there exists a stochastic matrix R such that 
RC is stochastic. 
It is s&own in [3] that if R is nonsingular, than the rows of C sum to 1, and +l is a 
characteristic value for C. 
We now prove F:he fact about a system of inequalities which is needed for the main 
result of this section. 
Lemma 2. 12 ISA 2 0 be a system of n linear homogeneous inequalities in m 
unknowns, nith m c n, and where A is an n x m matrix with no zero columns. Then, 
the fo!?owing are equivalent: 
(a) Ttre so&ion set S = {x : XA >O} has m independent solutions. 
(b) There ,exists a vector x0 such that x&I > 0. 
(c) There are m independent solutions to xA > 0. 
Proof. (a)=+(b) Let x1 =4x11, ~~2,. . . , XI~), . . . ,x,,, = h,~, . . , x.,,,,,,) be the m 
independent solutions. Then, x0 = XI+ . . . + xm will satisfy (b). Suppose it does not. 
The.n, there must exist i such that the inner product of xo with the it” column of A is 
less than or equal to zero. Rearranging this inequality, we obtain 
(Xl~lZlj+ -’ ’ +XI,tZ,i)+* *. f(X,lali+” * +XmmUmj)~O 
But, xjA act, for all i. Thus, each term above must equal 0. Since the xi are 
independent, alj = . . , = a,,,i = 0. This is a contradiction. 
(b) * (c) Let xoA =x’ > 0. By considering A as a continuous linear map, we can 
choose a neighborhood, ZV, of x0 such that A maps every vector in N to a positive 
vector. From N, we can choose m inclpendent solutions. 
It is clear that (c) implies (a). 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
~~eQ~e~ 3. Let C be an n x n matrix whose rows sum to 1. Cis a causatke matrix with 
respect to some invertible R if and only if there exists a positive vector, r, such that rC 1s 
positive in all entries except those corresponding to zero columns of C. 
’ In [8j, C is defined to be causative, if RC’ remains tochastic for all t > 0. We refer to these C’s as 
ritrongjy causative to distinguish them from those with the weaker property that RC is stochastic, but RC” 
is not necessarily stochastic for all t > 0. 
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f. Let C’ be the n by 1 matrix obtained from C by removing all zero columns. 
Let X = (C’ i I) where I is the n by n identity matrix. Then, it can be seen that C is 
causative with respect to some invertible R, if and only if xA GS 0 has n independent 
solutions, since this guarantees that RC 3 0 and R 2 0. 
But, by Lemma 2, this is true if and only if there exists an x0 such that xoA > 0. This 
is equivalent to the property in the theorem. 
Although this theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for C to be 
causative with respect to an invertible R, it does not provide an easy test since it 
depends on the existence of r. However, we note that r, in Theorem 3, exists if and 
only if xA > 0 has a solution. We could not find any new results on this problem. We 
did find a paper Cl], by Lloyd L. Dines in which necessary and sufficient conditions on 
A are presented such that xA ~0 has a solution. In this paper, the notion of the 
I-rank of a matrix is defined. The computation of the I-rank of a matrix, A, involves 
the calculation of a number of 2 by 2 subdeterminants from A. We refer the reader to 
,! [l] for the details of the definition of I-rank, since it is too lengthy to state here.2 The 
following theorem in [l] does give a way of testing if a given matrix, C, is causative 
with respect to an invertible R. 
Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition tar the existence of a solution tn 
xA >O is that the I-rank of A be greater than 0. 
3. The linear algebra approach to the analysis of strongly causative matrices 
We need a more sophisticated approach to the notion of strongly causative, since 
we insist that RC’ remains stochastic for all t. We shall consider C as a linear 
transformation on Euclid ~11 n-space, E”. 
Definition 5. The hyperplane, HP, in I? is given by 
Hc,={(xl,...,x,):xl+...+x,=p}. 
Definition 6. The feasible region in E”, is the set of points in HI which are 
nonnegative. (Note that any row of a stochastic R will be in the feasible region.) 
We will make use of the Jordan form of C and the primary decomposition of E” 
over the complex numbers into a direct sum of char,cteristic subspaces 
En= wi 0 w* 0 * - - 0 Wk. 
It is not difficult to show the following. 
2 We apologize for the possible difficulties encountered in obtaining [ 11 Copies are available from the 
authors. 
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T leorem 7. l”f Cis a causative matrix, with respect to an tnvertible R, then the left hand 
c.k-acteristic vectors corresponding to the characteristic values not equal to + I are in 
HO. 
Note. The vectors not in Ho can be normalized to be in Hr. 
Definith 8. LL;i 2 be an n x n matrix. Then, C is strongly cuusative 
stochastic matrix R such that RC’ is stochastic for all t. 
if there exists a 
The following theorem follows from results in [8] or can be proven directly from 
the algebraic structure. 
Themem 9. If C is strongly causative with respect o an invertible R, then 
(1 j [A 1 =s I for all characteristic values, 
(2) The characteristic subspaces, WA, for jil[ = 1 have a compiete basis of charac- 
teristic vectors. 
We now prove some technical resuhs which are needed to describe the behavior of 
C relative to any.complex or negative real characteristic values. Since all complex 
characteristic values and vectors must occur in conjugate pairs and since the 
corresponding coefficients of the linear combination yielding a stochastic vector 
(with real entries) must also be conjugate, then, for any pair and any stochastic 
vector, the linear combination W:Il mvolve terms of the form: 
r =. . - -tav-tdiiY+- . l , an-! 
rC’=.. -+rrh’v+&~o’t~~~=~*~+2R(aA’v}+~~*. 
Therefore, each component of rC’ will involve terms of the form 
dJh I’ cos(w -t et) 
where w and 8 are the arguments of the component of cyv and A respectively, and d 
equals the constant length of tyv. 
Even if WA (and therefore Wif does not have a complete basis of characteristic 
vectors, the same form will occur. 
Also, the argument for any negative real h is n. Therefore, this will also yield terms 
of the same form. 
Thus, given a canonical basis for E” corresponding to the linear transformation 
represented by C, and given a linear combination of this basis yielding a stochastic 
vector, the terms in each component corresponding to a complex or negative real A 
will be 
k 
IAl r& di COS(Wi+Bi) 
i=l 
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and in rC’ will be 
’ 2 di cOS(wi + 0~). 
i=l 
We shall be interested in the negativity of this expression. The following lemma 
and theorem yield the needed results. 
Lemma 10. Let f(t) = I:= 1 di COS(wi + (mJni)t), where di is real and, mi > 0, ni > 0 
are integers. Then there exists an infinite sequence of positive integers, {ti}, such that 
f(ti) < 0 for all j. Furthermore, we can find an infinite number of the above arbitrarily 
close to the minimum off. 
Proof. Note first that we shall use the word period in a more general sense, i.e., the 
minimal period or any multiple of it. 
NOW, CoS(wi + (mi/ri)t) has period (ni 2n/mi). Thus, f (t) has period 2nnln2 . . . nk 
(not necessarily minimal). “ilerefore, 
J 
2*n,...q 
f(t) dt = 0. 
0 
Since f(t)*0 and f(t) is continuous, f(t) must have some negative values. In 
particular, min f(t) < 0. Suppose f(to) = min f(t). By continuity, there exists 8 > 0 
such that f(t)<0 whenever It - toI < 6. Also, f(t) CO, if s, t are integers and jr- 
(to+2snn1.. . ?&)I < 6. Using the fact that, {2srrnl . . . nk - [2sm 1 . . . nk j}s is dense 
in [O, 11, where [ 1 means greatest integer, one can show that there are infinitely 
many integers t, s such that It - (to+ 2snnI . . . nk)) < 6. 
We now extend this result 
Theorem 11. Let @ = (&, . . . , &) and let f(@, t)=zfG1 diCOS(Wi +&t) where 
dip wir & are real and 0~ @i <2~, and f(@, t) is not identically equal to zero for any 
fixed @. Then for any fixed Qz*, there exists a real number, p*, such that for infinitely 
many positive integers t, f(@*, t) * cc* < 0. 
Proof. We first choose a sequence {@i} converging to @* = (61, . . . , 8k) and @i all 
contain rational entries. For each @i, we choose an integer ti such that 
If(@jt tj)- min f(@i, t)l <(l/2)‘. 
Since we have u(@i, t)} converging uniformly to f(@*, t) we can show that 
If(@*, tj) -min f(@j, t)] 
can be made arbitrarily small, by choosing j large enough. 
Also, there exists p* <O such that minf(Q$, t)dp*, otherwise f(@*, t) ~0. 
Therefore, min f(@*, t) c p* <O. Thus, for sufficiently large j, all integers, ti, will 
have the property that fi@*, ti) s y,” < 0. 
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We shall now describe certain concepts that will be needed for the main theorem. 
Suppose we are given a matrix C whose rows sum to 1 where IA i =S 1 for all 
characteristic values. We first order the distinct characteristic values 
Al,h2,..., h&, &+I, h&+2, . . . , hi such that A1 = +I, 1Ar/z=2:lh& . . . 3 
equality occurs, a positive real value is listed first. Also, all values such that IA I= 1, 
A # -t-l, are listed at the end, as Ak+l, . . . , At. 
Now, for each hi, let Wi be the characteristic subspace for Arl obtained from the 
Primary Decomposition Theorem. Let W” = W~+I 0 l 9 l 8 Wl. For Aa i = 1,. . . , k 
which is not positive real, let Bir be a canonical basis for Wim Let B* be 3 ca~~onical 
basis for W*. Let B. = ((0, 0, * . . , 0)). i 
For each hi, i = 1, . . . , k which is positive real, a more complicated arrangement is 
needed. We decompose Wi into its cyclic subspaces, according to the Secondary 
Decomposition Theorem, to obtain Wj = VI 0 U2 @ . . . @ CJ, where the dimen- 
sion of CJj is di and dr 3 ~$2 3 . . . adh. For each cyclic subspace we choose a 
canonical basis in standard order and arrange the bases in the following array 
u1: Vll 
u2: V21 
lj3: ~31 
v12 v13 l l l Vld, 
V22 V23 l ’ l tt2dz 
V32 l l * v3ds 
There wi3 be dt columns. Let Sir 3e the set of vectors in the rightmost column. Let 
Biz’be the set of vectors in the column before that, etc. Let &jt be the set of vectors in 
the leftmost column. 
We then form the set 
where mi is the number of sets of vectors corresponding to hi. Note that 
U&I, . . . , Bimi} is a basis for Wi and B is a basis for E”. 
We shah also adopt the following notation: 
ition 12. Let S be a set of n-tuples. M(S) is the matrix whose rows are the 
n -tuples of S. 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall resubscript the set B as follows: B = 
#I, L32, . . . , B,, B”). 
i-e* ~~si~~s of those respec- 
ti%le columns of Bi+r which are the cQ~~rnns i  43: which contain at1 zeros. 
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Note that BI may be empty. For example, if 
Then, B’ is given by 
B; = B1, Bi = W, a, WA b, W, 
& = i(f, (0, k g)}, B; = 8. 
We now define the key cop-opt for the strongly causative property. 
Definition 14. Given B’ = {Bi, . . . , B:}, we say that Bi is coordinated with B~,.I if, 
for the A which corresponds to &+i, 
(i) A negative real or complex implies B:,, = 8 or contains only vectors n.th all 
zero entries. 
(ii) A positive real implies xM(B:+~) 20 has as many independent solutions as 
there are vectors in Bi+t. 
(Note: If A =0, then BI is ccordinated with B:+l.) 
Definition 15. B’ is totally coordinated if B: is coordinated with B:+i for i = 
091 ,...,s-1. 
Deihition 16. & is coordinated with B* if any position which is zero in all the vectors 
in B1, also contains a zero in all the vectors in B ‘. 
We now state the main result. 
Theorem 17. Let Cbe a matrix whose rows sum to one and for all characteristic values 
A, Ihf 6 1; and, whenever [,\I = 1, WA iscomplete. LetB ={BI, . . . , B,, B*} be the basis 
for En described above. ITzen, C is strongly causative with respect to an invertible R, if 
and only if: 
(j) I31 is coordinated with B”, and 
(jj) B’ is totally coordinated. 
. (Necessity) By definition, if C is strongly causative, with respect o nonsin- 
gular R, then there exists a nonsingular, stochastic R such that C’ is stochastic for 
all t 2 0. Let rl, . . . , r,, be the rows of R. 
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Suppose (j) of Theorem 17 is faise. Then, B* is non-empty and thus there exists i 
such that ri = VI -t- Vzi- V3, where 
v* E Wl, VIZ0 
V2f.z W2@e..0Wk, VZmaybezero 
Vs E W*, V3 # 0, since {rr, . . . , r,J is independent. 
Consider r&Z’ = v,c’+ V&‘+ v;c’. 
For t sufficiently large the entries in VzC’ will be small. VIC’ = Vt since A I = 1, 
Since B, is not coordinated with B*, the basis vectors of BI (and hence Vri have a 
common zero in some entry which is not all zero in B*. From Theorem 11 and the 
previous discussion we know that the entry in V& corresponding to this common 
zero ‘will be bounded away from zero on the left, for infinitely many t. Thus, for t 
suf@iently large, QC’ wili be negative in that entry as that entry of V&Y’ dominates 
the c&responding V2C’ entry. This contradicts the fact that r&” is stochastic for all i 
and t. Thus, (j) of Theorem 17 must hold. 
Suppose (jj) of Theorem 17 is false, i.e., B’ is not totally coordinated. 
If condition (i! of Definitition 14 is fa!se, then, for some i, there is a &+I 
corresponding to a negative real or complex A and an ri such that ri = VI + VZ + VS, 
where 
Vt=L(&, . . . ,Bj)#O, 
V2=L(Bj++m, 
v3 = L(Bj+2, . . . , B,, B*) which may be zero. 
Note. L( ) means linear combination of the vectors in the set. 
Consider riC’ = v,c’ f V,C’f v,c’. 
For sufficiently large t, the entry of V#’ corresponding to the uncoordinated 
entry of Bi+l will dominate that entry of VaC’ but is ‘“unprotected” from above. 
Hence, for t sufficientfy large, riC’ will be negative infinitely often in that entry by 
much the same argument as shown above. Again, this is a contradiction. Thus (i) of 
Definition 14 must hold. 
If (ii) of Definition 14 is false, then there exists a i such that the system 
xM.(Bf+r ) 3 0 does not have enough independent solutions. We may express R as 
follows 
R =A&f(B,)+- - -+Ai+&f(Bi+l)+- l l +A,M(B,)+A,M(B*) 
where the rank of Aj+l equals the number of vectors in Bj.+r, since R is nonsingular. 
Thus, there exists a row of R, say r, such that 
r=L(&,..., sj) +UBj+lJ +L(Bf+2, + * * * Bs, B*? (11 
and ar least one of the entries in L(Bj+i), which corresponds to a zero in 
L(&, . . . , I$\, is nec.ative. Applying C’ to (I), we obtain 
rc’ := L (B$ 9 e l ~9 .Bj~C’+L(Bj+~)C’+ L(Bj+z* 0 l e * B$, B*)C’ 
‘L(&,..,, Bj)C’“+LY(t)L(Bj+l)fL(Bj*& - f e, Bs, B*)C’ 
where cy (t) > 0 for all t > 0. (This property about Q (1) can be derived from [7] p. 278.) 
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negative entry mentioned above is “unprotected” in L(B1, . , . , Bj) and 
domi.nates in Lt3. , ,+2, . . . , B,, B”). Then, for sufficiently large t, rCf will be negative 
in this entry. This, again, contradicts the fact that RC’ is stochastic for all t. Thus, I jj) 
of Theorem 17 must hold. 
(Sufficiency) If conditions (j), (jj) of Theorem 17 hold, construct II independent 
vectors ~1, . . . , r,, as follows: Choose the necessary independent sets of coefficients 
for the vectors in Bi corresponding to positive real A which are solutions to 
xM(J3:) > 0. Next, choose independent sets of coefficients for the Bj corresponding 
to negative real or complex A IA 1 -C I, allowing the above vectors to dominate. Then, 
choose independent sets of coefficients on the vectors in B* so that these entries are 
always dominated by those of B1. Genekate vectors $1,. . . , sn, using these 
coefficients. Note that all of the siwill be in H1 since ihe vectors in B1 (not in Ha) can 
be normalized to be in W1 and the vectors in &, . . . , B,, B” are in Ho. This is true 
because of the initial assumptions about C. These assumptions, ant! the construction 
above, allow us to choose a to such that s C’ 3 0 for t 3 to. L,et ri = SiCro* The set 
kl **..* ra) will be n indeper Lr:~t stochastic vectors with the property that riC’ 3 0 
for all t. I 
! 
4. Remarks 
It 1s interesting to note that Dines’ theorem, mentioned earlier, also provides a way 
of tecting for strongly causative matrices. For a given matrix, C, with known Jordan 
form, one can essentially follow the steps in the previous theorems and definitions to 
determine if C is strongly causative. Checking the coordination of B1 and B* snd B’ 
amounts to matching zeroes in basis vectors and applying Dines’ theorem to xM(B,! ) 
when necessary; Also, given that C is strongly causative, with respect o an invertible 
R, it appears that it would not be difficult to construct R’s such that RC’ will be 
stochastic for all t. 
The solution to the above problem opens the following question: Given a strongly 
causative matrix, C, what are necessary and sufficient conditions on a stochastic 
matrix R such that (3 is strongly causative with respect o R? At this time, attempts to 
describe the region, in E”, of feasible rows of R for a given strongly causative C are 
under way. These attempts try to discover the boundaries of the region, based on the 
constructions described in Theorem 17. 
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